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Separation Capacity in the Multi-cylinder Threshing
System

The basic setup of the test stand is shown
in Figure 1. The unthreshed crop materi-

al is prepared on a storage belt 1 and tangen-
tially fed to the rasp bar cylinder 3 and 4 by
means of a feeding mechanism 1 and 2. The
grain and material other than grain (MOG)
separated underneath the concave during the
test are collected in classes 1…5 (mk1…mk5).
The remaining material that is discharged
from the second cylinder is post-processed
using classical straw walkers to separate
grain mk6 that is still contained within the
MOG (class 6).  The feeding angle (ϕ) is va-
ried in three steps from 50° through 60° to
70°.

The concave clearance at the primary cy-
linder (DT1) is defined with the dimensions
S1, S2, S3 and S4. The concave clearance can
be modified by changing the length of the
connections L1 through L5 of the concave
support (Fig. 2).

Influence of the concave length

The tests have shown that very little grain is
separated at the first class.  This is typical be-
haviour of a tangential threshing unit, since
kernels have to be removed from ears first.
At the end of the second class approx. 50%
of the grain is separated. Less than 5,5%
grain is kept in the straw after leaving the se-
cond cylinder at a specific MOG feedrate of
9 kg/(s•m) as seen in Figure 3.

For the evaluation of the concave length
the partial grain separation (Spki) as defined

in Eq. (1), Figure 1 and Figure 4 was derived
out of the measured grain masses gathered at
the different classes.

SPki = (mki / mi)·100%  (1)
The partial grain separation as a function of
the concave length can be approximated with
a parabolic function (Fig. 5), which is valid
for all test runs done.

The maximum of the partial grain separa-
tion occurs from 700 mm to 1200 mm bet-
ween the end of the first concave and the be-
gin of the second concave, which is corre-
sponding to a concave wrap angle from 115°
to 200°. Wrap angles of more than 130° are
hardly achievable with conventional tangen-
tial threshing cylinders while maintaining a
reliable material flow.

The increase of capability of a tangential
threshing unit was investigated at the
chair of Agricultural System Engineering
of TU Dresden with a two-cylinder thresh-
ing unit. In the following the lab test stand
and the results on optimizing the feeding
angle as well as the effect of concave
length on grain separation are presented.
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Fig. 1: Test stand design

Fig. 2: Layout of primary cylinder and concave 

Fig. 3: Integral of grain separation and its inverse
function

Fig. 4: Definition of the grain masses in the
classes 1 to 3



Influence of the feeding angle

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show remaining grain
that was not separated through the concaves
as a function of the specific total feedrate at
different feeding angles.  The content of
grain increases as expected with larger con-
cave clearance and at higher MOG feedrates.

It becomes clear that feeding angle and
concave clearance mutually affect each
other.  Different feeding angles have low in-
fluence at the smallest concave clearance

(Fig. 6).  However, the largest concave clear-
ance causes recognizable differences in
grain separation for the individual feeding
angles (Fig. 7).  The feeding angle ϕ = 70° de-
livers the highest efficiency, which results in
the conclusion that the feeding angle 70°
causing  nearly tangential feeding is very ad-
vantageous. There is still more than 94 % of
the grain separated at the concaves with 
large concave clearance and a specific grain
and MOG throughput of 9 kg/(s•m).

MOG separation as a function of the spe-
cific MOG throughput is shown in Figure 8.
Smaller MOG separation is accomplished
the more the feeding angle becomes tangen-
tial. Less straw damage and MOG creation is
a substantial advantage compared to hybrid
combines with conventional threshing units.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of the tor-
ques of the primary cylinder on the feeding
angle for different concave clearances and
different specific grain and MOG feedrates.
With increasing feeding angle (becoming
tangential) the torque of the cylinder de-
creases.  The smallest torque tends to be in
all test runs at ϕ = 70°.

Summary 

The new threshing system consists of two
tangential rasp-bar cylinders, where the 1st
rasp-bar cylinder is tangentially fed from a

chain conveyer.  Both cylinders are arranged
one behind the other in the direction of the
material-flow. For this arrangement the fol-
lowing advantages could be proven in lab
tests: 
• With this threshing system the material is

only tangentially accelerated. The crop ex-
periences smaller forces of the rasp bars
compared to conventional threshing sys-
tems. Broken grain and straw damage
decreases.

• The first cylinder accelerates the material
flow for the second cylinder, which causes
higher grain separation in the second cylin-
der.

• The dwelling time of the material in the
threshing system and the total separation
surface of concaves increases compared to
a conventional system resulting in an im-
provement of grain separation. 

Based on the tests can be concluded that
such a threshing system contributes to the
further increases in output, however, the con-
cept of present combines would have to be
changed. It is an alternative to the hybrid sys-
tem, since the specific power demand and
the straw damage can be reduced.
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Fig. 5: Partial grain separation as a function of
the length of the concave 

Fig. 6: Remaining grain as a function of specific
grain and MOG throughput for different feeding
angles with concave clearance sE/sA_DT1_20-
14-10- 8; DT2_12/8

Fig. 7: Remaining grain as a function of specific
grain and MOG throughput for different feeding
angles with concave clearance sE/sA_DT1_22-
18-14-10; DT2_12/8

Fig. 8: Specific MOG
separation at the

primary cylinder as a
function of specific

MOG throughput

Fig. 9: Torque of the
primary cylinder for

different feeding angles
at different concave

clearances and specific
grain and MOG through-

put


